
APOS  Storage Center
Archive, Backup, and Selective Restore

APOS Storage Center automates the archive and restore functions in your SAP 

BusinessObjects deployment, helping you to manage the document lifecycle, 

safeguard data privacy, and achieve regulatory compliance. 

It features automatic backup, selective restoration of documents and report 

objects to a location of your choice, and versioning. Storage Center also 

provides both online and offline storage, letting you balance disk space, 

performance and audit requirements, and its extract and export features 

make it an essential tool for migrating instances between BusinessObjects 

deployments. Storage Center should be a key ingredient in any BusinessObjects 

disaster recovery plan.

• Privacy – Maintain privacy 
requirements for documents of 
record  

• Security – Maintain administrative, 
physical, and technical security 
safeguards required for regulatory 
compliance

• Audit – Comply with policies, 
procedures and technology in 
alignment with legislated standards
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APOS Storage Center
Archive, Backup, and Selective Restore

Formed in 1992, APOS Systems is a global 

provider of solutions which enable well 

managed business intelligence. 

APOS solutions improve the return on your 

BI investment through enhanced BI platform 

management, providing: automated and 

simplified administration; detailed platform 

auditing and monitoring; robust archive, 

backup and restore capabilities; extended data 

connectiivity; enhanced content publishing 

and distribution; detailed BI query awareness 

and controls; and targeted solutions to speed 

and streamline your platform migrations.

APOS solutions simplify, automate, 

complement and extend your BI platform 

management practices.

APOS Storage Center provides the following critical capabilities 
for SAP BusinessObjects:

 • Rules-based backup, archive, versioning, selective restore - 
Storage Center provides rules-based backup, archive, versioning 
and restore, letting you automate the backup process and restore 
selected documents of record to a location of your choice in order 
to both facilitate and limit auditor access.

 • Offline and online archiving - Storage Center enables both online 
and offline archive strategies. Online storage maintains documents 
of record within the SAP BusinessObjects system while hiding them 
from queries to improve processing. Offline storage maintains 
document instance integrity outside the SAP BusinessObjects 
system.

 • Extract and export - Storage Center’s extract and export features 
maintain document of record integrity for the migration process. 
The ability to export to other formats is crucial, because changes 
in the environment can make it impossible to restore the original 
document instance. Storage Center allows administrators to restore 
the original, the exported version, or both.

 • Versioning, purging, retrieving Web Intelligence reports - In 
organizations that make extensive use of Web Intelligence reports, 
the versioning provided by Storage Center is invaluable, because 
“Webi” reports can be changed easily by users. Storage Center 
provides an intelligent means to purge Webis while retaining 
retrievable versions, and enabling regulatory compliance.

 • System performance improvements - Storage Center limits the 
number of document instances the system has to search through 
archiving (either online or offline), improving response times.

 • Analysis for Office Storage- Use Storage Center to implement 
a comprehensive storage strategy for your Analysis for Office 
documents with versioning and intelligent purge.


